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INFO ON

PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS
OVERVIEW

Justin is the Humoticator™. He uses humor to motivate
and educate. His philosophy behind professional development is if you want to improve yourself professionally, you
must first help yourself feel personally successful. For this
reason, the majority of the following programs were designed to focus personal success. That, in turn, translates
into better teaching practices and a more positive educational environment. Caution: Like every program Justin
does, these come with a disclaimer. If you want your typical
staff development program, where we go from A to Z in a
calm, logical manner, these won’t work for you. If, however,
you are looking for someone who understands students and
teachers and who studies the science of the transferring
knowledge AND who will be the spitting image of your little
ADHD darling, then Justin Lookadoo is the guy for you.

Teaching & Staff DevelopmenT
PROGRAM Teaching ain’t what it used to be. Instead of a small
Teaching: Like Sky Diving Without a Parachute classroom of students eager to absorb knowledge, teachers
are now faced with a room full of critics saying, “Impress
Time me!” And if you don’t, they think they can vote you off the
60–90 minutes island. Is teaching difficult? Yes! Impossible? NO!
In this program, Justin takes the most extreme
example of teaching greatness and shows the audience
how they can shape their students’ perspectives and learning. He uses a story of the best teacher (his own sky diving
instructor) and the most unwilling student (himself) to show
how a single teacher can convince a petrified student to
jump. He will use examples from his own life to show the
importance of teachers.
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PROGRAM This program will be a ride your staff won’t forget. They will
Teaching: Like Sky Diving Without a Parachute learn how to teach the “hard-sell” students, how to stand
(continued) up straight and smile, how to make their students beg for
more, how to overcome failure, how to find trust, and how
to discover their purpose as a teacher. In the end, their fears
will be eased and their abilities and passions will be ignited.

PROGRAM This is a new frontier in staff development. This program
Success with a Twist will push your staff past gaining knowledge and into living
life on purpose. It is part stand-up comedy, part ancient
Time theory, and part pearl-like wisdom—all taught by your
50 minutes worst hyperactive nightmare. By the end of the program,
the audience will learn and believe three ideas: live with
no regrets, get over it, and oh—his poor mother. Topics
of discussion will include making commitments, life-long
learning, overcoming obstacles, and reaching out to others.
PROGRAM Justin gets to say out loud what teachers are whispering
H.T.R.F.O. (How to Run Folks Off) about and administrators are thinking. He will tell you “How
to Run Folks Off”. Face it. There are people that need to
Time go. Negativity. Selfishness. Rudeness. These have no place
25 minutes in the school. This program will send the staff a challenge
to make sure that everything they do or say is wrapped in
G.E.T. (Gratitude, Encouragement, Thanksgiving). With
this commitment comes an amazing result. Those negative
forces in your district will change or find a new place to call
home. Either way, your district is better and your students
are the winners.

PARENTING PROGRAMS
PROGRAM Don’t you wish you had a spy inside your kid’s world who
Parent Tell-All Conference could tell you what your kids really want, need, and think?
Well, now you do. Justin Lookadoo is now doing a tell-all
Time program for parents about their kids. He is honest with the
90+ minutes group right from the start. He will confess that he doesn’t
know how to be a parent from a parent’s perspective, because he’s not one. But he can tell you how to be a parent
from the kids’ perspective, because that’s who he hangs
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PROGRAM out with every day. That is who he talks to. Kids tell him
Parent Tell-All Conference things that they would never tell their parents.
Parent Tell-All is pretty much an intense Q and A.
(continued)
Parents get to come with their confusion and questions and
leave with concrete answers and strategies on how to raise
and develop their children so they will grow into successful,
happy adults.
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